
Are gas prices
draining
your budget??

Fleet operators nation wide are enjoying the
benefits of  LPG or CNG as a motor fuel,

realizing significant savings on their
operating costs, and contributing to

a cleaner environment.

From police cruisers to taxi cabs, 
commercial fleets to airport ground support
vehicles - our customer base keeps growing

and expanding every day!

Whatever your application is, we have
the best LPG/CNG technology for your

vehicle, and the best network of  installer
 and service personnel across

Canada to back it up.

Up to 27% reduction     in greenhouse emission

Up to 95% less          particle emission

Up to 12% less        CO   emissions2

We are First in Class in
alternative fuels solutions

Fleet operators nation wide are enjoying the

FILL UP with PROPANE
or CNG TO SAVE MONEY...
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The Prins Advantage

With the high demand worldwide for
refined petroleum products, today more

than ever is when LPG/CNG comes shining
through as as an inexpensive and

environmentally friendly alternative fuel.
LPG and CNG are an abundant

Canadian energy resource.

gasoline and
diesel prices
are rising

alternative fuel options identified.
LPG/CNG provides modest combustion

benefits and significant upstream benefits of
over 60% when compared to conventional

gasoline vehicles.

lpg      cng are
the most cost effective

The Prins VSI-2.0 system is the latest
development in alternative fuels. The system
is an evolution of  the VSI system which has

proven itself  over the past 10 years.
The Prins VSI-2.0 system is available
in LPG or CNG versions, and is also

suitable for the latest generation
Direct Injection engines (VSI-DI).

 The key components of  the system are all
OEM quality and specially designed

for LPG and CNG applications.
All components comply with the strictest

regulations and certifications.
The dedicated diagnostic software is unique
and enables fine tuning the VSI-2.0 system

for optimal performance and emission
reduction. With all this under the hood,
you will enjoy significant fuel savings

and extended driving range - maximum
vehicle performance and

never worry about power loss between
gasoline and LPG at any time.

the most innovative
alternative fuel 

vapour system available
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CNG Pressure
regulator

AFC-2.0
Computer
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injector

injector rail filter unit

fuel selector
switch

cylindrical and
torrodial tanks

For more than 25 years, Prins has been a
leading player in the development and
production of  alternative fuel systems.
As the exclusive Canadian distributor, 

our Maxquip team is certified to properly
install and maintain any Prins system we sell.

But we don’t just sell the Prins system.
We work alongside with them as part of  the
innovation process! The Maxquip and Prins

partnership dates back to 2006 and we
continue to be at the forefront of  this

leading edge technology.

The Prins system is comprised of  only the
highest quality components
and are all CSA approved!

1-855-ALT-FUEL (258-3835)1-855-ALT-FUEL (258-3835)

With a little bit of  information regarding
your vehicle and mileage usage,

we can help you calculate the savings by
converting your vehicle to alternate fuels.
Contact our team today to find out how

much you could be saving!
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